
Christy Motes is the Executive Vice 
President of Finance and Administration of 
Albers Aerospace and part of the ownership 
group. The company is headquartered in the 
Dallas area and is comprised of Three Business 
Units: (1) Manufacturing, 2) Engineering, 
Aviation, & MRO, and (3) Innovative 
Technologies. 
 

Christy spearheads a variety of financial and administrative 
efforts.  These include proposal pricing, finance, accounting, and guidance 
of the HR, Contracts, and Impact departments. Christy also works closely 
with the CFO and EVP of Strategy and Business Development on company 
growth patterns (organic and M&A), reporting, and recognition efforts. 
She joined the company as Director of Finance and Human Resources in 
February 2020. 
 

Christy brings decades of business experience and leadership to 
the company.  She began her career at Price Waterhouse in 1992 in 
public accounting and earned her CPA certification shortly thereafter. As 
her career progressed, Christy honed her trade across a variety of 
industries.  She is an experienced controller, cash flow projector, 
business process developer, financial opportunity generator, and HR 
director.  Christy has held various financial and leadership roles within 
the retail, banking, and auto industries.  Her fiduciary and organizational 
responsibilities have been complex and varied, ranging in scope from a 
$1billion dollar asbestos-related trust fund to a multi-operational auto 
dealership.  Christy has also utilized her skills to lend expertise to 
volunteer organizations. 
 

Christy enjoys the challenge of balancing the monetary mechanics 
of several industries within Albers Aerospace: Aviation, Innovative 
Technologies, and Department of Defense contracting.  Christy excels at 
balancing financial pragmatism as a complement to the fast-moving 
agility of an explosively innovative company.  Though her colleagues 
often hear Christy lamenting the challenge of making financial 
spreadsheets as glamorous as the latest technological breakthrough, she 
embraces her role of keeping the engine running with a relentless drive 
for excellence.       

 
Albers Aerospace entered a period of rapid growth in 2021 with 

two acquisitions in the last half of the fiscal year.  Christy and her team 
successfully integrated the companies on the financial, HR, and contract 
frameworks and maintained continued focus on maturing the program 
management capabilities across the company portfolio. 
 

Christy is a 1992 graduate of Texas A&M University (Class of 
1991). She earned a Bachelor of Business Administration in Accounting 
and a second Bachelor of Business in Marketing. She can be reached at 
cmotes@albers.aero. 
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